**NEW EDUCATIONAL DATA WAREHOUSE (EDW)**

**PATHWAYS TO REPORTS** – As administrators and teachers prepare for the upcoming FCAT season, the following EDW reports and summaries may be useful for revising student groupings for tutorials or FCAT testing sessions. Below is a list of EDW reports and summaries, their pathways, and identification numbers. Similar reports may be located in EDW for Teachers.

- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>FCAT>READING > Reading Profile (Most Recent)** - RTSOR0036
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>FCAT>MATH > Math Profile (Most Recent)** - RTSOM0037
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>FCAT>SCIENCE > Science Profile - RTSFS0121**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>FCAT>WRITING > Writing Profile - RTSFW0123**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>DIAGNOSTICS> Diagnostic Diamond Report – RTODA0173**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>DIAGNOSTICS> Return on Investment by PANS - RISDA0345**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>DIAGNOSTICS> Monitor (DIAGNOSTIC)>Retake Students**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>COMMON ASSESSMENTS> Reading Common Assessments Item Level - RTSCR0148**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>COMMON ASSESSMENTS> Math Common Assessments Item Level - RTSCM0150**
- **FAMILIES>TEST RESULTS>SRI>SRI > RTSSA0042**

**EDW FOR TEACHERS REPORTS**

**STUDENT LISTINGS**

- Reading Profile Most Recent
- Math Profile Most Recent
- Science Profile Most Recent
- Writing Profile Most Recent
- Palm Beach Writes
- SRI
- Reading Common Assessments Item Level
- Math Common Assessments Item Level

**GRAPHS AND SUMMARIES**

- Diagnostic Diamond Report
- Return on Investment by PANS

**WHERE DO I CHECK FOR EDW OUTAGES?**

The EDW system was unavailable from Tuesday, January 20, 2009 through 11:00 AM on January 22, due to a combination of software and server failures. The departments of IT, ERP, and EDW worked collaboratively throughout the incident. Our teams continue to analyze and work on performance issues.
**NORM-REFERENCED TESTING**

Due to State budget constraints, the Norm-Referenced Testing (NRT) will no longer be administered by the State. Therefore, NRT results are being removed from EDW and EDW for Teachers over the next several months.

**NEW BREEZE PRESENTATION** - “New Features in the Winter Version of the Diamond and ROI by Pans Reports in EDW”

http://breeze.palmbeach.k12.fl.us/p97519810/

**HOTPICKS** are monthly listing of the most widely accessed reports in the new EDW. The reports listed in each month are closely associated with assessments, requirements, and events occurring during that month. Users may access the desired report, summary, graph, or menu by clicking on the title (hyperlink).

**HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN NEW REPORTS ARE AVAILABLE ON EDW OR EDW FOR TEACHERS?**

From the EDW Access Page, click in to “Updates on Report Availability”.

---

**EDW AWARENESS SESSIONS** will resume after the “Black-out period”. Please check Course Registration (Previously: Course Wizard), on the District’s main webpage, bottom right-hand side, for dates, session times, and locations.

**CONTACT FOR ASSISTANCE?**

| New EDW | Your School’s EDW Liaison
| EDW for Teachers | Your School’s EDW for Teachers Liaisons

**CONTACT YOUR AREA’S EDW SPECIALISTS**

| Paula Douglas | Central Area | 804-3259 or PX 8-3259 Cell: 644-2456
| Janet Hope | North Area | 494-1512 or PX 8-1512 Cell: 644-2505
| Sherry Norwitch | West Area | 422-2514 or PX 4-2514 Cell: 644-2724
| Lauren Pinto | South Area | 989-7570 or PX 8-7570 Cell: 644-2291
| Sandra Raymond-Roberts, Manager | | 357-7649 or PX 4-7649 Cell: 644-1982

Please note: Alternative and Charter Schools may contact the specialist designated for the area in which their school is located or the EDW manager for assistance.